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At WisdomTree, we work with Bessemer Venture Partners (BVP) on our cloud computing

strategy. Twice a year, BVP looks at the business models and revenue exposures of a

swath of software companies, seeking to ensure that the exposure within the BVP Nasdaq E

merging Cloud Index is keeping up with the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) space.

State of the CloudState of the Cloud

For those following developments across the SaaS space of cloud computing, BVP puts out

an annual research piece—their State of the Cloud report—that aims to give perspective o

n what they are seeing as the most important drivers within this business model.

On June 20, 2024, BVP released its 2024 version of the report. What’s immediately clear

is that, while artificial intelligence (AI) was a big topic in 2023’s report, AI is the

cornerstone of the entire report in 2024.

The subtitle of the report was even, “The Legacy Cloud Is Dead—Long Live AI Cloud.”

Valuation: AI Doesn’t Cancel Out the Macro in the SaaS SpaceValuation: AI Doesn’t Cancel Out the Macro in the SaaS Space

The cloud computing megatrend has shown us a rather large amount of volatility in total

return experiences over a short period. The BVP Nasdaq Emerging Cloud Index has only

been live since 2018.

Many can think of the excitement of the cloud business model catching fire during

2020. As much of the world was forced to work from home and use software for many

more activities, Zoom Video Communications was emblematic of a demand pull forward,

with multiple quarterly results announcements featuring year-over-year revenue

growth of greater than 300%.1

2021 saw the momentum continue in certain cases, but the key variable to watch then

was the fact of the massive money printing and zero interest rate policy really

catching hold across the broader economy.

2022 and 2023 saw rapidly rising interest rates and an overall tough period,

performance-wise, for many of these same companies that delivered remarkable returns

in 2020 and 2021. Valuations had appreciated so much in the environment of zero

interest rates and money printing, that some sort of correction was inevitable. When

markets began expecting interest rate cuts in late 2023, many of these SaaS

companies saw their share prices respond positively. Notably, a higher interest rate

is something of a gravitational force on valuation, pulling in a downward direction.

2023 and the first half of 2024 were also driven by some of the world’s largest

companies delivering some of the stock market’s best performance. Most pure-play

SaaS companies are nowhere close to the likes of Nvidia, Microsoft, Alphabet, Apple

or Meta in market capitalization size.

Many are disappointed in the recent, 2024 performance of SaaS companies. There is a so m
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uch attention being showered on Nvidia, and since no company’s results are really compar

able to its history-making performance, there is a bit of disappointment regarding every

dollar that is focused elsewhere. This is further compounded by how SaaS companies

rallied on thoughts of rate cuts in November and December 2023, and then were faced with

a months-long period of adjustment back to the slower reality of rate cuts.

BVP starts State of the Cloud 2024 by noting that the valuations we are seeing in SaaS

companies, on an enterprise value to forward sales basis, are quite close to historical

averages. What we experienced in 2020 and 2021 in terms of higher valuations ruined our

forward-looking expectations in terms of contrast.

One thing we keep in mind is that the constituents of the BVP Nasdaq Emerging Cloud

Index are focused on providing SaaS to enterprise customers. Enterprise customers tend

to make purchasing decisions more slowly—and the market may have been distorted during

the pandemic where they may have needed to purchase certain software services in order

to keep the lights on. In our opinion, the story of businesses using software to gain

efficiencies is alive and well, and AI represents an enhancement, meaning that we expect

that software will be able to do even more things in the future.

However, if interest rates are not at or near record lows, it will be difficult to see

EV/forward sales multiples going back to levels of 15 or 16 times anytime soon.2

The 5 Trends Defining AI Cloud in 2024The 5 Trends Defining AI Cloud in 2024

The bulk of the piece, however, was not about valuation, but rather about BVP’s five

trends defining the AI cloud in 2024:

Big tech’s battle over AI foundation models

AI makes us all 10 times developers

The rise of multimodal models and AI agents

Vertical AI dwarfs legacy vertical SaaS

Consumer cloud is back from the dead

We summarize each in turn.

Big Tech’s Battle over AI Foundation ModelsBig Tech’s Battle over AI Foundation Models

Many might have heard “data is the new oil,” but BVP writes that “foundation models are

the new oil” that will fuel downstream AI applications and tooling. In 2023, it was also

true that foundational model companies captured more than 60% of the total venture

capital dollars.3

Foundational models captured about $23 billion in funding, whereas applications

captured about $11 billion and technology & tools captured $3.9 billion.

The valuation of foundational models first was more than $124 billion. Application

companies were about $57 billion while technology & tools companies were valued at

$21.30 billion.

It’s also notable that many of the largest technology companies—Microsoft, Amazon,

Alphabet, Nvidia, Meta, Apple, Salesforce and Oracle—have significant stakes in many of

the foundational model companies. We have also seen:

Base models (Gemini, Claude, GPT-4, to name a few) improving rapidly.

The battle between open and closed source rages on.

Small models, meaning those with far fewer than hundreds of billions of parameters,

are gaining in prominence.

Novel architectures are sprouting up, beyond the transformer.
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BVP sets up a thought experiment, having the reader consider the oil market and the

potato chip market as a way to think of what the AI model market may one day look like.

The oil market—even though oil is a commodity—is dominated by a smaller number of quite

large companies, and it is difficult for a brand new company to succeed at a high level

on a sudden basis. The potato chip market is changing all the time—tapping into the

right flavor at the right moment could very well lead to viral success. The easier

prediction, based on what we know today, is that the largest companies continue their

prominence in the AI foundational model market (smaller number of big players provide

majority of the models).

AI Makes Us All  10 Times DevelopersAI Makes Us All  10 Times Developers

In 2023, we saw widespread adoption of code copilots, and it’s possible that the role of

software developer could face some of the biggest changes of any job due to AI.

Github’s incumbent Copilot, powered by GPT-4 and Codex models, is getting close to 14

million installations. There are a lot of companies focusing on different aspects of

writing software code with different types of attributes and allowing human experts to

continually get faster and better.

One of the most interesting forks in the road will be in recognizing the path of how

these systems help the most advanced coders and, on the other path, how different

systems allow for almost any person to have some at least beginner-level software coding

skills.

The Rise of Multimodal Models and AI AgentsThe Rise of Multimodal Models and AI Agents

When people see the word “multimodal,” it can sound complex, but what it really means is

giving AI the possibility to approach human capabilities across multiple data ingestion

pathways—vision, hearing and speech, to name a few. If AI can ingest information in

these ways, it could then augment the human work that is dependent on these senses.

Voice agents have huge potential, in that latency is generally going down and the

capabilities of these systems to pick up on such things as tone and emotion or

expression are improving every day. It’s possible that, with fewer people working,

customers may be able to get their questions answered with greater accuracy and greater

speed. Systems that can ingest documents and the information contained therein have also

been massively improving.

In following the market, it feels like there is a push toward autonomous AI agents. The

idea of an agent is really a system that can take on a multi-step process for a user.

Taking a trip on an airline is frequently cited as an example, in that one has to

recognize many underlying steps and different technology needs all the way through the

journey. We don’t just hop onto the plane and step off at our final destination. A

system that can monitor the progress of a journey and seamlessly arrange different modes

of transportation from your home to your hotel would be quite impressive.

Vertical AI Dwarfs Legacy Vertical SaaSVertical AI Dwarfs Legacy Vertical SaaS

Today, the top 20 U.S. public companies in the vertical SaaS space represent roughly

$300 billion in market capitalization, with many of these companies fairly new to the

public market. Vertical AI applications are targeting the high-cost, repetitive,

language-based tasks that dominate numerous verticals and large sectors of the economy.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics cites the Business and Professional Services

industry at 13% of U.S. gross domestic product (GDP), making this sector alone, which is

known to be dominated by repetitive language tasks, about 10 times the size of the

software industry.

Copilots, autopilots and AI-enabled services make up three new business models of the

vertical AI economy. Notably, copilots work alongside a user, autopilots or agents can

complete a task autonomously, and AI-enabled services represent various things that we

might have thought of as outsourcing in the past—instead of sending the task to a group

of people the task is sent out to software.

Consumer Cloud Is Back from the DeadConsumer Cloud Is Back from the Dead
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Consumer cloud has had a slow decade. BVP puts out their Cloud 100 list each year and

only 4% of the cumulative lists going back nine years represented companies with a

consumer offering. One can argue that Dropbox was the last exit of a pure consumer cloud

company, which was a 2018 initial public offering.

ChatGPT, released in November 2022, has had remarkable consumer uptake and is emblematic

of AI’s capacity to, at least so far, take on the heavy hitters in the “attention

economy.” It is still early, but there are signals that consumers are interested in AI

applications and in playing with them to see how they might improve their daily lives.

Conclusion: Is AI a Bubble?Conclusion: Is AI a Bubble?

At WisdomTree, we are asked this question often, and BVP notes in their conclusion the

phrase “reality vs. hype.” However, BVP also put in one of our favorite quotes from Roy

Amara, an American scientist and futurist:

We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run and underestimate th

e effect in the long run.

As we sit in 2024, we find ourselves directly in the mix of the short run. A lot of us

might be thinking—AI is getting a lot of headlines, but it doesn’t seem to impact ME

yet. AI is not yet responding to all of MY emails or helping with MY calendar, for

example. However, if we are honest, take the smartphone, which is held by billions of

people today. Steve Jobs was presenting on the stage in 2007.4 For a bit of time, we were

debating whether we wanted to type on a glass screen or if we wanted a keyboard. Now,

smartphones are virtual keys that unlock an array of services that we are able to access

nearly anywhere in the world.

Similar to how we currently don’t think—oh wow, that is a smartphone or that person is

using a smartphone, there will come a time where AI leaves the headlines and just

becomes a part of how we use technology. Our gateway into AI’s beneficial impacts will

likely be software.

Unless otherwise stated, data source is: The BVP State of the Cloud 2024 Report,

publicly available on BVP’s Cloud Atlas website.5

 

 

1 Source: https://investors.zoom.us/financial-information/quarterly-results

2 During the zero interest rate, extensive money-printing environment observed in 2020

and 2021, the EV/forward sales multiple on the BVP Nasdaq Emerging Cloud Index eclipsed

levels of 15–16 times.

3 Source: Morgan Stanley, within BVP’s 2024 State of the Cloud Report.

4 Source: Steve Jobs presented the iPhone on 1/9/07. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Histor

y_of_the_iPhone#:~:text=On%20January%209%2C%202007%2C%20Steve,applications%20using%20the

%20Safari%20engine.

5Source: https://www.bvp.com/atlas/state-of-the-cloud-2024#page_top

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE BVP NASDAQ EMERGING CLOUD INDEX IS NOT INTENDED TO BE,

AND SHALL NOT BE REGARDED OR CONSTRUED AS, A RECOMMENDATION FOR A TRANSACTION OR

INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL, TAX, INVESTMENT OR OTHER ADVICE OF ANY KIND BY BESSEMER VENTURE

PARTNERS. BESSEMER VENTURE PARTNERS DOES NOT PROVIDE INVESTMENT ADVICE TO WISDOMTREE OR

THE FUND, IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISER TO THE FUND AND IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

PERFORMANCE OF THE FUND. THE FUND IS NOT ISSUED, SPONSORED, ENDORSED OR PROMOTED BY

BESSEMER VENTURE PARTNERS. BESSEMER VENTURE PARTNERS MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION

REGARDING THE QUALITY, ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE BVP NASDAQ EMERGING CLOUD INDEX,

INDEX VALUES OR ANY INDEX RELATED DATA INCLUDED HEREIN, PROVIDED HEREWITH OR DERIVED

THEREFROM AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH ITS USE. BESSEMER VENTURE PARTNERS
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AND/OR POOLED INVESTMENT VEHICLES WHICH IT MANAGES, AND INDIVIDUALS AND ENTITIES

AFFILIATED WITH SUCH VEHICLES, MAY PURCHASE, SELL OR HOLD SECURITIES OF ISSUERS THAT ARE

CONSTITUENTS OF THE BVP NASDAQ EMERGING CLOUD INDEX FROM TIME TO TIME AND AT ANY TIME,

INCLUDING IN ADVANCE OF OR FOLLOWING AN ISSUER BEING ADDED TO OR REMOVED FROM THE BVP

NASDAQ EMERGING CLOUD INDEX.

Nasdaq® and the BVP Nasdaq Emerging Cloud Index are registered trademarks and service

marks of Nasdaq, Inc. (which with its affiliates is referred to as the “Corporations”)

and are licensed for use by WisdomTree. The fund has not been passed on by the

Corporations as to its legality or suitability. The fund is not issued, endorsed, sold

or promoted by the Corporations. THE CORPORATIONS MAKE NO WARRANTIES AND BEAR NO

LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE FUND.

 

For the top 10 holdings of WCLD please visit the Fund's fund detail page at https://www.

wisdomtree.com/investments/etfs/megatrends/wcld

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

Related BlogsRelated Blogs

+ What Is (and Isn’t) Working among Technology Stocks in 2Q2024?

+ What We Learned from BVPs "State of the Cloud" 2023

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

BVP Nasdaq Emerging Cloud IndexBVP Nasdaq Emerging Cloud Index  : designed to track the performance of emerging

public companies primarily involved in providing cloud software to their customers.
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